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MEMBERS NEWS
SATURDAY Instructor Steve Wallace gets first hack
Saturday 12th started off overcast with a low cloud base and drizzle towards the Waitak’s but the forecast
was for it to fine up. This just meant a slow
start which was fine as Derry was doing the
supplemental inspections on the club gliders. It
also gave Rahul Bagchi the chance to do a
thorough supervised DI of the twin before
flying. It was a good 26 day with 15kts+ of
wind straight down the vector and 25kts+ up
top. We got underway at midday with Brendan
Moore first up an aiming to get a few more
exercises signed off his pre-solo syllabus. By
the time we launched the overcast had cleared
to reveal some nicely developed streeting,
some of which had even overdeveloped a little
bit and was producing a bit of rain. The lift
under the clouds and streets was workable
though and Brendan got in some nice thermalling practice. Rahul then got in a nice couple of flights of 35 and
85 minutes with lots of time on the controls practising some good basic stick and rudder co-ordination.
Roy Whitby snuck in a quick 40mins in MP with some big sink in the circuit that caused an increase in both
Roy’s heart rate and in the entertainment levels of those in the ground. We then had a couple of trial
flighters, the sister (Victoria)
and daughter (Abigail) of
Marty Fitchett whom I think
is a power section member.
They both really enjoyed
their flights even though by
this time of day the sky had
blued out and the lift had
disappeared. Rahul then
finished off the day with a
circuit adding to a big day of
learning before all was put
away and we paused for a
quiet one in the hangar. At

6pm we were joined by Genny Healey who popped in for a social one so we all stayed and talked for another
half hour before dispersing back to the domestic duties we had all abandoned for the day.
SUNDAY Lionel page does the first report
An early start, I obviously had very little to do at home and was looking forward to de-rigging GMW in the
rain. The weather was however forecast to clear from about 12.30 onwards.
Met Roy Whitby at the gate as he was collecting the keys - WAY TOO early (and thought that I would never
get there that early either.)
To cut a long story short Roy was there to finish some
wood work/refurbishment of
the caravan (and did not want
ANY of the assistance (or
advice) that I offered!!
Which is why we now have a
great new desk, superbly
crafted without any of the short cuts suggested.
It was just Roy and myself for some time until Rahul Bagchi arrived, so we stopped for a cuppa coffee and
discussed gliding. A call from Peter Thorpe to find out when I planned to come out to the field was met with
just a little sarcasm.
Peter duly arrived and
there being just enough
people to de-rig GMW we
commenced the dreaded
task.
Steve Foreman’s timing
was badly off as he
arrived just as we
started, rather than
finished - the extra pair
of hands being very
welcome. That and the
clearing weather meant
the GMW stayed
relatively dry.
Eventually GMW was all
de-rigged and on it
trailer. Tyres (ALL of the
them - including the Belly cradle and Wing holders) we pumped up and she as ready for her trip to Matamata
for the ATC gliding camp.
All were packed up, cleared away etc by about 2pm (Oh yes, the caravan also had a spring clean - PLEASE
KEEP IT CLEAN.)
As we were leaving the day brightened up and looked very flyable although there was brisk breeze - but
everyone was already leaving - so no flying but lots done.
And the Jamie Wagner's towie take on the day..... Nothing to add from me this week as the wx on Sunday was
rubbish!

ANDY MCKAY AT THE REGIONALS
Had a great time at Regionals - I can now confirm it’s the best way I know to develop your flying and
enthusiasm in our sport.
My Mosquito needed a fair bit of work to get ready but felt with a back-up handheld radio it should be good
to enter despite fairly low hours in type - flapped machines are quite different to fly than non-flapped, but
more fun I think - the analogy being between an automatic vehicle and manual transmission.
As a first competition entrant, my aim was to simply complete a task, but I made a dumb mistake on the first
day. This was a AAT task up to Maramarua with big circles - I thought I had infringed airspace and
discontinued the task after the second turn...I should have kept going as I hadn’t! I thought I was doing OK
on this course until then - almost keeping up with
Yves who was driving the Libelle brilliantly - he won
this day in GIV!
For GKK, task completion didn’t happen until the last
day - a classic Kaimai ridge day with turnpoints at
Thames airfield, then back to Waharoa, up to Awhitu,
back to TePoi and home - around 240km and just a
fantastic run - my first ever Kaimai ridge run so
flown very conservatively...the attached picture
shows I'm about 2000' too high and 30 knots too
slow...I thought there was a bit of pressure wave
after getting 15knots on the averager and later
found out some of the Tauranga guys got to 9500' on
that day, but the fastest energy line was definitely
close in to the ridge - Steve Care won Racing and Tim
Bromhead won in Open class - their IGC files make
for good viewing ! GKK came in 5th place for the day
so very happy with that result.
Thanks to all the team at Piako and Matamata Soaring
for running a safe and entertaining contest and to
the support staff who looked after the pilots and
crews so well. This really is an amazing soaring
syndicate and flying opportunity for our club
members and I think all pilots should consider entering these type of lead-in comps in whatever glider they
can get their hands on !
TAILPIECE
CFI Burns has decided Auckland
Anniversary is 25 Jan. The rest of the
world, including our employers, think it is 1
Feb. Following the Golden Rule "He who
has the gold makes the rules" the roster
has been rearranged to make AK
anniversary 1 Feb. Best you check to see if
this causes any grief to those who are still
rostered for AK anniversary but a
different weekend to the one Burns thinks
it is.
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Two fine machines.......and Yves

Duty Roster For Nov, Dec 15, Jan 2016
Month

Date

Dec

5

K PILLAI

R CARSWELL

C ROOK

6

J POTE

I WOODFIELD

P THORPE

12

T PRENTICE

S WALLACE

R CARSWELL

13

R WHITBY

L PAGE

J WAGNER

19

J FOOT

L PAGE

R HEYNIKE

20

N GRAVES

R CARSWELL

D BELCHER

9

K BHASHYAM

L PAGE

F MCKENZIE

10

S FOREMAN

R BURNS

J WAGNER

16

D FOXCROFT

P THORPE

C ROOK

17

D GREY

R CARSWELL

R HEYNIKE

23

B MOORE

I WOODFIELD

P THORPE

24

E MCPHERSON

L PAGE

R CARSWELL

AK

30

I O'KEEFE

R CARSWELL

F MCKENZIE

Anniversary

31

T O'ROURKE

I WOODFIELD

C ROOK

Weekend

1

G HEALEY

R BURNS

D BELCHER

Jan-16
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